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From negative-yielding government bonds to the

raft of dividend cuts implemented by a range of

large-cap FTSE 100 constituents, UK investors

currently face a challenging environment in their

hunt for income.

ln the face of such adversity, thinking outside the

box can often provide investors with real rewards.

So can alternative investments - real assets, such

as property and infrastructure, that sit outslde the

traditional realm of bonds and equities - offer

investors some much-needed relief?

'lt is an option a lot of people are currently

looking at,' says Peter Lowman, chief investment

officer at London-based lnvestment Quorum.

'The real issue for tncome investors, which is

probably going to continue for a long time, is that

the delivery of income has dwindled away to next

to nothing. To change that, they are going to have

to move up the risk scale.'
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The hazards involved in some alternative

investments - such as the capacity for regulatory

bodies to cap profits from infrastructure - arguably

carry a greater level of risk for investors when

compared with fixed income.

Yet with the UK retaining top spot as the world's

most attractive country for infrastructure investment

in the Nabarro lnfrastructure lndex last November,

some investors may see ihis as a risk worth taking.

'lnfrastructure investments are an alternative to

the alternative,' says Mark Williams, investment

manager at Charleris. 'A lot of light has been shone

onto these products for exactly this reason. The hunt

for yield continues to be very impodant for investors

and investments alike.'

Following the government's publication of its

National lnfrastructure Delivery Plan 2016-202.1 last

month, which outlined an ambition to create the

' right environment' for private investment, investors

may soon be faced with a plethora of further

infrastructure investment opportunities.

For Lowman, however, investors must retain a

long-term interest in infrastructure projects to reap

the rewards.

'lnfrastructure is something we have used in the

past and there are attractions and risks attached to

the asset class,' he says. 'lt is not something you

should dip in and out of. You have to be in

infrastructure for a long period to access the

performance it can deliver.'
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Andrew Merrrcks, head of investments at

Brighton-based Skerritts, adopts a more cautious
approach towards infrastructure. He outlines the
need to look beyond headline yields and, while he

insists he would not rule out this segment of

alternative investments, he believes better
opportunities lie elsewhere.

'Anything is worth consideration when you are

putting your portfolio together" But the way we

construct portfolios is not driven by demand for
yield and investing in something simply because it

offers yield,' he says.
'We are looking for an absolute return over the

year, and that could include dividend yield, bond
yield or capital return. lnfrastructure is something

we will look at but it is not at the top of our list.'
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Property remains one of the UK's most popular

forms of investment besides bonds and equities.

But with a cocktail of headwinds, ranging from the
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-:'iase in stamp duty in England and Wales that

-:--.: 'rto effect last month, to concerns over a

: :::-: al British exit from the EU, appetite for the

:-- ::'1) Sector may be waning.
', - : property was the best-selling lnvestment

:s:: : ation sector in February 2015' 12 months on

:-: ::3tor suffered 11 19 million of outflows'

,', ams says propedy retains its attraction,

- : ., : , et I am very bullish longterm on the UK

:-:::'ty sector as a whole,' he says 'lt is still a

:.s'ac e sector for investors, regardless of which

' :. :^e Brexit vote goes.

. a re is still value and investors will continue to

.::- :''.,ersification in this sector, irrespective of

:,: : :s. Bricks and mortar is a lot more favourable to

- ,:s:crs than paper money''

S:ctt Taylor, chadered financial planner at

= -:< rghamshire-based Brilliance Financial

tr :^^ rg. also remains keen on property He holds

-=i 3siate investment trusts (Reits) in some of his

: s ong as the market avoids further tax

-:':ases. he finds it difficult to foresee too many

-..s:crs moving away from the sector permanently'

:'cpedy will continue to be highly attractive to

- :s:ors. without even more drastic measures on

:-= :ar1 of the government' People like propedy lt

-:: a: entrenched status and it is hard to imagine

.-::'. catching up with demand,'Taylor says'

- r.lldity, variability of borrowing costs, tax,

-=ss e and porlfolio concentration all make it

- 
- a::'active, but I imagine the sector will continue to

':-'sr nonetheless.'
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',':- cks. who came out of property completely in

. z:'-ary 2AO7,in what he says was one of his 'best

=.:' cecisions', is far more sceptical about the

::.::rl- s investment viabilitY.

' .ave thought it has faced headwinds for a long

- -:. and in some areas, like London, I have been

: -: . e n wrong,' he saYs.

f.i I cannot marry up the fact that for most

:=:3 e property is unaffordable, and usually that

-:a:s a mean reversion will occur - either the asset

'= s :o meet buyers'expectations orthe buyers'

.', al: ncreases to meet the asset price'

; nd it hard to see wages rising in a reflationary

=^. :onment, so I can envisage properly prices

'. -g back.'
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,', ams believes precious metals offer investors a

:::d oppodunity in the alternatives space'

3tobal economic concerns have forced investors

:: :Jrn to safe-haven assets, such as gold, this year'

--: London Bullion Market Association gold price

-:ex has risen from 1734.96 an ounce at the start of

:-: calendar year to lB5B 65 an ounce as of 29
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March. With market worries over the strength of the

dollar and central bank policies unlikely to subside

any time soon, that figure could rise further.

'From a personal point of view, I have exposure to

gold and silver. Given the rise in the precious metals

markets, I expect client demand for this sector will

increase if this current run continues" says Williams'

Merricks can also see the attraction in turning to

gold but preaches caution around the volatility the

asset class can often endure.

'We are not so worried about the liquidity risks in

gold as that is a non-income asset,' he says 'Gold

prices rocketed when exchange-traded funds were

allowed to trade, but it is impodant to remember that

its price can go down as well as up equally quickly'
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One of the inescapable realities of investing in

tangible assets is liquidity risk This is something

Lowman feels investors must consider before

putting money into an alternative tnvestment.

'Commercial property has gained a lot of

momentum in the past two or three years, and there

are still a lot of oppodunities to be had,' he says'

'But the risk is one of liquidity and if there are

problems later down the line, it can be

cumbersome to gei out of if we have a fall in the

market.'

Williams is also concerned about the liquidity risk

across the alternatives spectrum

'Liquidity has always been one of the biggest

risks attached to alternative investments on top of

expense and complexity,' he says. 'This is not a

new issue for this sector of the market''

For Taylor, the ability to withdraw cash quickly

from an investment is an essential requirement for

any asset class. He believes that unless an investor

can put a value on the lack of liquidity in an

alternative investment, the sector generally offers

little value.

'Private investors should place a value on different

investment qualities. They require liquidity because

of the uncertainty of their needs and the fact that

their investment horizon will usually end at their

death - something that is not determined - and their

estate may require cash for disposal,' he says.

Merricks also sees the dangers of illiquidity' but

says problems that can put alternatives at a

disadvantage are not less prevalent elsewhere.

'The most important ihing is liquidity - the ability

to change your mind quickly if you have to, or want

to - and some of these other alternative investments

do not offer the same liquidity,' he says.

'Some people are led into a trap by seeking

income at every cost. But, having said that, Iiquidity

in bonds is also an issue at the moment, and it is an

issue across all asset classes bar equities.' #
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